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1. What is the GW approximation?

2. What is the self-screening error?

3. Our correction

4. Performance for model systems

5. Conclusion



The system of interacting electrons



The Green’s function



The many-body Green’s function



What is the GW Approximation?

No Screening: Hartree-Fock (HF)                                             Screening: GW                                       



The Screened Coulomb Interaction



The GW equations



What is the self-screening error?

What is the energy required to add an electron to an empty box?

The LUMO of the zero-electron system:



What is the self-screening error?

What is the energy required to remove the electron?

The HOMO of the one-electron system:



What is the self-screening error?

What is the energy required to remove the electron?

The HOMO of the one-electron system: If we use the correct P, we 
screen the exchange and so the 
potentials no longer cancel! 

So with screening the electron screens 
its own removal!



What is the self-screening error?

When we screen the exchange operator we effectively add correlation, but also 
reduce the self-interaction correction.

If the exchange operator were to be screened exactly within the GW 
approximation, this self-interaction error would remain.

This remaining error is termed the self-screening error as it can be thought of each 
electron screening it’s own presence.
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What is the self-screening error?

Self-screening potential!

● Finite systems of electrons in 
1D where the SE can be 
solved exactly.

● Electrons treated as spinless 
to approach the level of 
exchange and correlation in a 
real system for a given 
computational effort.

● Can be performed with any 
given external potential.



Our local density self-screening correction



Performance for model systems



Performance for model systems



Performance for model systems

System GW GW+ssc Exact

1 0.908 0.900 0.900

2 0.624 0.610 0.611

3 0.662 0.641 0.642

Ionisation Potentials 
(Hartrees):
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Key Points

1. The GW approximation is 
subject to the self-screening 
error

2. We construct a local density 
functional to correct this error

3. The density and ionisation 
energies from our GW+ssc is a 
significant improvement over 
GW



Thanks for 
Listening! 1. The GW approximation is 

subject to the self-screening 
error

2. We construct a local density 
functional to correct this error

3. The density and ionisation 
energies from our GW+ssc is a 
significant improvement over 
GW
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Extra slides



The many-body Green’s function

If we add an electron at t=0 and remove it at t, 
what is the probability amplitude it was added at 
position x1 and removed at x2?



The many-body Green’s function

If we add an electron at t=0 and remove it at t, 
what is the probability amplitude it was added at 
position x1 and removed at x2?



The many-body Green’s function

If we add a hole at t=0 and remove it at t, what is 
the probability amplitude it was added at position 
x1 and removed at x2?



The many-body Green’s function



The many-body Green’s function



The many-body Green’s function



The Hartree-Fock self-energy



The GW Approximation



The Random Phase Approximation (RPA)


